
SHARKS VS COLLIE FOSSILS Sat 14th April 2018 at Hands Oval 
The Undertaker claims his 200th 

There has been a lot of talk over the past week in regards to some big names playing their milestone 
games over the weekend. Mark LeCras obviously suited up for his 200 game in the blue and yellow and 
Nic Natanui was fortunate enough to come back from a knee reconstruction to notch up his 150th. While 
these two feats were impressive, they pale in comparison to our very own, the one and only, “Herman 
Munster” the “Undertaker” who notched up his 200th game for the Bunbury Sharks on the weekend. 
Terry came to the Bunbury Sharks after honing his skills at Narrogin Railways. If you know anything 
about the Upper Great Southern League in the 90’s, you would understand the dominance of Kukerin 
Dumbleyung and Boddington and the hard hitting football they displayed. This no doubt shaped Terry 
into the hardnosed full back that he has made the number 27 in Blue and White famous for. Terry is the 
epitome of why I enjoy Master’s football so much. Terry is the first person to jump in and help with 
anything and his verbal filter is reminiscent of Seth Rogan on crack, which leads to many a laugh on and 
off the field. Being able to run out for your 200th game alongside your son with your family on the 
sidelines cheering you along must have been an emotional moment as it brought a tear to the big fella’s 
eye, something I thought not possible from a tough nut full back from the 90’s. 

The Fossils rocked up to Hands Oval a couple of men short, lucky for them we have a couple of Collie 
boys at heart, who were eager to pull on their native colours. Lofty, Shiney and China made their way 
across the pavement to join the opposition. After the emotional rollercoaster of Terry’s 200th, the focus 
was pushed back to the task at hand. As the whiteboard was raised Terry was more confused than 
Christopher Columbus when he learned the earth was round, is east still east, does a bear still shit in the 
woods, why am I at the wrong end of the board. In traditional style, Terry marched down to the city end 
of Hands Oval and perched himself right on the back hip of his opponent waiting for the high ball. The 
Sharks were pumped, the Sharks were eager to step up for Terry’s milestone and the Sharks didn’t 
disappoint jumping out of the blocks. The reunion of the Manji boys was a masterstroke from new coach 
Smithy. Gilesy and Johno in the middle were reminiscent of Justin Madden and Diesel Williams in the 
mid 90’s as they ushered the ball out of the midfield to the wing for repeat entries into the forward 50. 
Goodo was playing his first game in the Blue and White and ironically his first game in the forward line. 
Coaches had obviously missed this talent, as he roamed the half forward line like a small Buddy Franklin 
hitting the scoreboard early. Five minutes in and Collie hadn’t touched the ball and Terry had taken a 
strong mark 25 metres out straight in front. Proving not all Full Backs kick like Zac Dawson, Terry 
converted for his first major since Margaret Thatcher was in power. 

Lofty was less than impressed looking like a giant traffic cone playing for Collie in the middle, so he used 
his presidential power to summon over the little master, Stids to the red and yellow. The midfield pairing 
resembled Penn and Teller, as they unleashed their bag of tricks on the Sharks in the second quarter. 
After 2 years at the Sharks I finally heard Stid’s lift the yap to tell me I had time, unfortunately for me he 
was wearing opposition colours, which saw me quickly succumb to the speed and wit of the little honey 
badger. Collie had rolled out the drum lines and the Sharks were getting snagged across the field and 
our bench was filling up quicker than Jenna Jameson at an AVN after party. This saw “Mad Mick” thrust 
into the midfield in his first game for the Sharks. Mick provided plenty of run through the midfield, but not 
unlike myself, our kicks resembled a level of butchering not seen since Jack the Rippers reign across 
London in 1888. The ball was going end to end at a frantic pace as the match evened up and all 
participants played in the true spirit of the game. As the game freed up, Handles turned back the clock to 
show a few of the young Collie Fossil’s how a real fossil does it, winning a number of one on one contest 
on the wing, pity Handles ability to release the ball in the forward line had all the pace of one legged 
tortoise. Wazza enjoyed the open spaces in his first game for the Sharks pushing into the forward line to 
slot a goal to keep the Fossils at bay going into the main break. 

Coming out after the half time break, the intensity lifted and the Sharks had a game on our hands. The 
Fossils made the most of Jarvo and Heater succumbing to injuries as our bench dwindled to minus 2, 
which had a negative impact on our second half rotations. As the game intensified, I was met with a 
small crystalised fossil that had gained momentum coming down Rollands Hill to run me over, not unlike 
a clip from a road runner cartoon. JC once again rose from the ashes to step up in the second half 
anchoring the defence in Terry’s absence. Shiney was enjoying his time as a Fossil, getting in and under 
wrestling the ball from Johno in an exchange that was akin to an X-Rated Gnomio and Juliet film. 
Unfortunately for Shiney the BFG came in initiating a wheelbarrow scene, a threesome neither party was 



keen for. China swapped back to the Sharks as we were down to 16 on the field, which added some 
healthy run for the Sharks to close out the quarter. 

Wazza switched to the Red and Yellow to partner up with Stids and Lofty to provide plenty of run for the 
Fossils in the last quarter. Lucky for the Sharks, the Pink Flamingo and Laney stepped up to ensure the 
Sharks honoured Terry’s milestone game. With the game on the line and the Sharks peppering the 
fossils with repeat inside 50 entries, it was a time for someone to step up. Fergie was feeling out of touch 
in the forward line, as the younger pups couldn’t quite understand the look the male supermodel, Hansel 
was embracing. 17 years on from the initial launch of Zoolander surely it is time for a new pair of shorts. 
With the game on the line, the ball was pushed high and deep into the Sharks forward line. As time 
slowed down, not unlike the infamous 2005 Grand Final, Laney floated through the air reminiscent of Leo 
Barry to take the mark in the square. Laney walked back, closed the angle up to increase the level of 
difficulty and calmly slotted it through to see the Sharks victorious by the smallest of margins. 

This was Masters Football at its greatest. Milestones, 90’s Outfits, Bad Haircuts and sublime skills across 
the ground. To see the older Sharks and the younger Pups work together in harmony like Mozart’s 41st 
symphony was a site to behold. This attached with the willingness to ensure Collie had the players to 
make a great contest was a highlight of the day. A special thanks to the Fossils for making the trek down 
the hill with the Masters spirit intact. I am sure I speak for all when I say that was one of the most 
enjoyable games of football I have been involved in. Awards for the day went to “Mad Mick” and 
“Heater”. 

 


